
Want to make images like Rinzi Ruiz?
Enjoy this short recap of his Create With Me video

Closing date for entries to Rinzi’s Challenge: 
11:59PM EST March 31, 2023

Find the light
It’s no surprise, given the focus of his work, that Rinzi’s first tip is 
about seeking out the best lighting available. He loves nothing more 
than finding rays of light or reflected beams, then observing how they 
interact with passersby. From here, you can move around to build a 
pleasing composition.

Place some special consideration into how your human subject 
contrasts the scene around them. Waiting for someone in dark clothing 
to cross the frame may be best if the background is light, or vice versa. 
The point to remember here is drawing attention using light.

Be patient
As tip one suggests, some patience can go a long way. There’s a 
common misconception that all street photography is a case of 
hurriedly documenting fleeting moments, but that’s not true of all 
professionals. When he’s discovered a scene he likes, Rinzi often waits 
for the perfect subject, changing other elements of the image only 
minimally.

It’s easy to become restless and seek out opportunities elsewhere 
– and eventually you must – but a great scene is worth waiting for, 
if all it’s lacking is a point of human interest. After a few instances of 
patience paying off, it’ll become easier to hold fast.

Think about timing
Whether you’ve waited or not, when a subject does pass through a 
perfect backdrop, you don’t want to miss it. Photographing someone 
in a general area is easy, but nailing the exact right moment for a bold 
pose is not. You want to show definitively what a person is doing.

Rinzi has developed a unique method to appropriately time his 
subjects’ movements, which is to create a beat in time with their steps. 
If they’re walking or running, press the shutter on beat, right as their 
foot hits the floor – not between strides. This tip also helps anxious 
photographers focus on the process, over any other concerns.
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